Learn more
SAP S/4HANA
Add automation to key functions and signal users when input is required with intelligent functionality and learning capabilities.

Industry I Future Cities
Citizen Mobility
Enabling the mobility of people and goods within and between ecosystems.

Billing and Revenue Innovation Management | Transportation Management | Mobility as a Service

Credit and Collection Management
Tailor credit decisions and collection management processes to customer profiles with SAP S/4HANA.

Pricing and Charging
Stay ahead of the competition by bringing attractive pricing offers to customers faster.

Billing Mediation
Reduce under-billing by measuring how subscribers use your services and making adjustments.

Solution Billing
Enable business model transformation through a flexible billing process for outcome-based services.

Receivables Management and Payment Handling
Manage receivables, payments, and reporting of high volumes of financial transactions with SAP S/4HANA.

Convergent Invoicing
Enhance cash flow and customer care by simplified invoicing with SAP S/4HANA.

Monetize digital transformation through high-volume, subscription billing and revenue management.

Reduce costs and improve service with streamlined transportation management processes.

Embrace change to succeed in the automotive industry of the future through mobility as a service.

Freight and Forwarding Order Settlement
Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding order settlements.

Freight Planning and Optimization
Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and constraints.

Yard Logistics
Plan yard processes and prepare execution based on central workload information.

Transportation Requirements Management
Centralize transportation requirements for order-to-rate management, from entry to final settlement.

Advanced Transportation Management
Improve transportation efficiency by holistically managing all inbound and outbound freight.

Carrier Booking
Automate a collaborative environment for carrier booking.

Freight Collaboration
Create an automated environment for freight tendering.

Strategic Freight Management
Optimize transportation services with strategic carrier-shopper collaboration and freight management.

Transportation Execution and Monitoring
Execute your transportation plan and monitor your freight from loading through delivery.

Service Ticket Intelligence
Categorize and resolve incoming requests automatically with service ticket intelligence.

Supporting a Smart Transport Network
Read how Brussels public transport operator STIB-MIVB improved performance across its services network and for its customer services using business intelligence solutions from SAP.

Read the business transformation study ›